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Greeting from the President of the Family Association
To begin with I wish to thank you all who atten
ded the Family Association Meeting last sum
mer. And by all means, thanks also to all of you
who were unable to attend but were present in
spirit. It was really nice to meet you all in Raahe
from 15th to 17th of July. Also this time the Fa
mily Association Reunion attracted participants
from abroad: USA, Canada, Germany and Swe
den. For the first time also representatives of the
family line of Ramsay came to visit Raahe, the
hometown of Emmy Ramsay’s, (b. Tham) mot
her Sofia Tham, (b. Sovelius). This year’s Jotaila
Family Bulletin has an interesting article by Pia
SovioPyhälä about Sofia and her family.
Really impressive was that some of the partici
pants of the Family Meeting arrived in Raahe by
sailing boat, one crew from Helsinki and another
from Santtio in Pyhäranta, situated between
Uusikaupunki and Pori.
After the new statues entered in force the Family
Association Meeting last summer elected an ad
ditional Executive Board Member. Olli, President
of the Board and Outi Takala Vice President
Secretary of the Board were reelected. Susan
na SovioVeikkolainen and Erkki Harala were
elected as new Executive Board Members, and
the Board nominated Susanna as Treasurer.
Susanna and Erkki are introducing themselves
in this bulletin.
Last year also other issues of importance in ad
dition to the Family Association Meeting took
place as part of our organisational activities. Af
ter the digitalization of the information in our Fa
mily Register in a database Pär ”Priccen”
Helenius had another big project, namely to re
new the webpages of our Association. The Fa
mily webpage still requires lots of work, which
means not only to build up the pages, but
Priccen also was forced among other things to
struggle with the difficulties caused by the new
server environment, and he also had to build
both protection walls and protection against int
ruders trying to enter the webpages. All this he
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had mainly to do alo
ne and thoroughly fa
miliarize himself with
the system from the
beginning. Can you
imagine how much
work this is! We need
help with this and
threfore call for volun
taries, preferably per
sons who already
know the WordPress
server environment,
to announce their in
terest to me or to the
Executive
Board
(contact information on the opposite page).
Finland celebrates its 100years anniversary this
year. This year 200 years have passed since
Henrik ‘Heikku’ Sovelius was born. On the back
page you find a picture taken from the inside of
the gate to the so called Heikku house and Heik
ku had his office next to this gate. Big finances
didn’t need big offices at that time.
This same year is also August Maximilian Myhr
berg’s 220 years birthday and 150 years have
passed since he died. During our Family As
sociation cruise we found out that the memorial
stone on Myhrberg’s grave in Stockholm is really
in need of reparation. Since then the matter has
proceeded to a project with a target to start the
reparations when we have gathered enough mo
ney for the purpose. We already have succee
ded to gather two thirds of the money needed,
partly from the Family Association and partly
from the Grave Maintenance Fund and partly
from private donors. In this bulletin there is more
information on, as well as instructions about,
how you can participate as donor.
I wish you all a nice anniversary year for Fin
land.
Olli
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A note from from the editors
We have received feedback both from
readers of the printed edition, as well as of
the digital one. At last year’s Family
association Meeting in Raahe we asked
about
opinions
by
distributing
a
questionnaire to the participants. According
to the answers the digital version in three
languages is familiar to many and more
than half of those who replied had found the
webpage and the other half had not looked
for it. This explains that the main part of the
participants came from Finland and are
reading the printed bulletin which is
published in Finnish. The main part seemed
to be satisfied with the content of the
bulletin. Most liked were the articles about
events in the family, before and now, the
introductions of Family events and
newcomers, personal interviews and travel
stories. The layout was considered good.
Some missed more humour, some more
knowledge about traditions and some liked
the bulletin ”as it is now”. Over half of those
who answered supported the printed edition
together with the digital version. Many seem
to have topics for stories but they are still
working on them.
Because of the Jotaila web bulletin we have
also received requests from outside the Family.
Those have been especially interested in old
photographs published in the Jotaila bulletin.
The authors of the 125 Years History of the
Raahe Yachting Club have asked for old
photographs from sailing competitions and of
sailing boats, because their own archives were
destroyed in a fire. It was very difficult to find a
good photo about “Pohjola’s Horn”, the
challenge trophy of the Raahe Yachting
Association and the Oulu Yacht Club. The final
winner of the Horn in 1914 was Jarl Sovio with
his cutter Aino. It was searched and even Eero
SoveliusSovio, who had on behalf of his
mother’s estate donated the Horn to Raahe
Museum wrote in summer 2014 to the Family
Association: “Such a pity we didn’t take a
picture of the horn before we donated it to the
Museum. A lot has happened in the Museum
within a year but I will try to find it anyway.”
Eero died before the summer. In autumn 2016
we started again a search with Mr Risto Kärnä.
We made the conclusion that if the horn is in
the museum’s storage it should be marked with
a number and even have a photo in the register
of the museum. A cccopy of our correspon
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dence was sent to the Museum. Immediately
the Museum Director, Ms Eija Turunen sent a
message and a beautiful photo of the horn, as
well as the register number of the horn and the
name of the person, who could help us to look
for it.
The Swedish historian on 19th Century History
of Shipping, Håkan Nihlman, asked if he could
use the picture of the ship Bolina on the cover
of Jotaila 20 for a ship owner family bulletin.
The ship Bolina was sold from Raahe and was
found in the ship register of the family
BergmanOlsson. We transferred the request to
the owner of the ship painting Tor Helenius. He
took a new photo for Nihlman. As Nihlman is
writing the history of the shipping of Härnösand
we sent him the information about Zachris
Franzén , who had built the ship Bolina and
who is the youngest brother of Frans Mikael
Franzén, the bishop in Härnösand.
The local historian Kirsti Vähäkangas has
received material for her work on the Raahe
series from Paul Sovio’s archives and from the
Jotaila–Family bulletin.
And remember that we are waiting for your
contributions to Jotaila Bulletin and we hope
that we can get an opportunity to cooperate
with you even otherwise. Please, write down
old stories and personal history you know
about. And kindly interview old relatives! So did
recently Riitta and Erkki Harala when they
visited Erkki’s already deceased mother Ina’s
”Lotta” colleague Isabella Penttilä, b. Ramsay
(98 years). Ina’s old photo album with pictures

Our congratulations to Raahe Yachting Club

from the frontline became very useful and
brought back many memories about which you
can read in the next bulletin.
Attn. We are working on a A M Myhrberg’s
grave ward reparation project of which you

find more information on page 14.
THANKS
TO
ALL
FOR
COOPERATION!

YOUR

New Board Members
The SovioSovelius’ Family Association Meeting
last summer elected two new Executive Board
Members: Susanna SovioVeikkolainen and
Erkki Harala. Olli Nylander and Outi Tasala
continued as Executive Board Members. Due to
increased workload Sami Sovio was excempted
from the assignment as Executive Board Mem
ber. We thank Sami for his work as Treasurer

Susanna SovioVeikkolainen (T233)
Treasurer

and Executive Board Member.
Eva Lindblad was reelected as Deputy Execu
tive Board Member and Maarit Sovio was elect
ed as new Deputy Executive Board Member.
The Executive Board elected at the Family As
sociation Meeting in 2013 has been introduced
earlier. Here follow the introductions of the new
Executive Board Members:

I am 25 year’s old diligent mother of a 3 years
old daughter. I live with my husband and my
daughter Aurora in Raahe where my family has
its roots.
I belong to the family line of Fredrik Sovelius
and Johanna Mar
garetha Franzén.
Their son Fredrik
Oskar Sovelius is
my
greatgrand
father's father.
In 2011 I got my
Bachelor of Com
merce
degree
from the Commer
cial College Raa
hen Porvari ja
Kauppakoulu.
In
2013 I completed
my studies as
Special Supervisor of Children and Youth, and
in April 2016 I graduated as Practical Nurse. I
have got practice and life experience by work

ing for the Prisma business chain, as well as
within customer service and as clerk at the S
Bank. I have also served at a private child wel
fare institution as supervisor and in that capa
city as support person for youth with
psychological and drug problems. Currently, I
am employed as nurse at Raahe District Hos
pital. In addition, I am aiming to begin, along
side while working, Prep Course to be admitted
for medical studies.
My hobbies are outdoor life and biking together
with my daughter. Summertime my husband
and I enjoy golfing together, and in winter
downhill skiing is our favourite sport. Most
preferably, I detach myself from the everyday
routine by playing together with my daughter.
Nature is an important part in the everydaylife
for our entire family.
Organization and association activities are
something new for me, but it’s something I now
want to learn. I am convinced that I will get
good tutoring from the former Treasurer, my
little brother Sami Sovio. I am looking forward
to my coming duties!
Susanna SovioVeikkolainen

Hi,
My name is Erkki Harala. I am 66years old
and son of Ina Harala (b. Sovio), and I live in
Nurmijärvi. My mother Ina Harala was child
number 10 of Ellen and Bertil Sovio. My moth
er’s grandfather's name is Fredrik Oscar Sov
elius.
At the Family Association Meeting last summer
I was elected Executive Board Member of our
Family Association. I have from the beginning
been member of the Myhrberg Committee

which aims to implement the project of tomb
stone reparation. Our wish and goal is to get
the monument repaired before summer 2017.
So far we are not sure if we succeed with it,
but our viewpoint is that we have a good
chance to do it because we are quite far with
our preparations.
My wife and I have stayed together since the
age of 16. We are both of birth and inveterate
habit Tampere people.
We graduated from high school there and
JOTAILAN JUTUT 2017
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Riitta continued her studies in Tampere while I
began my studies at University of Helsinki. We
have lived in Nurmijärvi for the last 20 years.
In the autumn two years ago my wife retired
from her job as Director of Statistics. I myself
will gradually close my collection and law
agency business in Helsinki which I have run
for 25 years. Our daughters Erika (b. 1986)
and Susanna (b. 1988) left the nest already
many years ago. The first lives in Vantaa and
is trained BBA and the second is Practical
Nurse at Meilahti Hospital.
Travelling is a shared hobby in the family.
Earlier the family travelled together, often ac
companied by grandparents of either side.
Nowadays the girls are already independent
also in this respect, but not without continuing
to share experiences of travelling. While writ
ing this Erika is on Gran Canary and we will
travel to Thailand in February.
Hunting has been my hobby since I was a little
boy. My father Alpo Harala took me to the
forest as soon my legs could support me and I
became his hunting pal for more than 60
years. I used to participate in maximum three
elk hunting parties, and until last year I was
chief for one hunting party but now I am mem

ber of one party only.
In 1999 when the
Academic Karelia So
ciety began accept
ing new members I
was accepted as
member. From year
2001 I have been Ex
ecutive Board Mem
ber and financial
manager
of AKS (since 2002
Academic Karelia So
ciety. Reg. the Asso
ciation of Traditions).
From 2005 I have
been
Executive
Board Member and
Treasurer of “Ingrian and Karelian Tribe Veter
ans Association”. In both of these associations
I have especially tried to support veterans
from our two last wars and protect their leg
acy.
Now time has come to step in the activities of
our Family Association. Allow me to thank for
the confidence.
Erkki Harala

News about the SovioSovelius Family
in the Internet
Pär "Priccen" Helenius (T307)
To access the family database on the SovioSovelius’ homepage
Background

The family database will be “hidden” for those
who are not authorized to see it. It is conside
red that some information in the Family data
base may be sensitive to share openly on the
internet. For example a google search leads
easily to our homepage.
The Family database, or actually the access
page and also pages that may be considered
to be of a more sensitive nature, as photos
from family meetings, are hidden in the menus
until you log on with a user identity.
The Homepage for SovioSovelius family
To access the family’s homepage you have to
open a browser (any browser should be
possible, even a smartphone) and type the ad
dress: soviosovelius.com
The homepage exists in three languages;
Finnish, Swedish and English. Depending on
the language your computer uses, the system
picks the entrance page, “Ajankohtaista Fi”,
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“Aktuellt Sv” or “Current En”.

Menus

Access to the pages can be found in the me
nus. One menu on the top of the page and
another in the margin to the right of the page.
They both bring you forward to the same page.
The only difference is that the menu on the top
is a scrolldown menu and the menu to the
right is a scattered menu. This will most likely
be amended at some point when further feed
back regarding the use of the page has been
received.
Please note that accessing the homepage
(without having logged in) the “Family databa
se” page will not be visible, nor will any photos
from family meetings or other hidden pages.
Important note; if you have not been active for
the past 3 hours, you will automatically be log
ged out.

Forms

Over 40 different documents or forms can be

found in the webpage. (Many of them are diffe
rent language versions). These forms can be
used to communicate with the administrators of
the homepages, board members or with any of
the committees within the association. Certain
forms are already open on the homepage,
others will open by clicking on a link (a word or
sentence marked in blue). You then fill in the
fields (those marked with red stars are compul
sory) and on the bottom of the page there is a
“captcha” (robotcheck), in order to tell compu
ters and humans apart. Clicking the “Send”
button sends the document to a predetermined
person, depending on a document’s subject.

Membership application

The Board of the SovioSovelius association
has decided that access to the database will
only be granted to members of the family asso
ciation. Exceptionally, access can also be
granted to genealogists requesting access. In
this case, only the family database will be ac
cessible, not the family photographs.
If you would apply for user rights, please click
the button ” Join the group, En”, fill out the form
and click ”send”. In the field, ”How are you re
lated to…”, you may for example just insert the
”Tnumber” from the ”SovioSovelius”tables. In
unclear cases the Board will make the decision
to accept or reject.
After a couple of days you will receive an e
mail with information about your mem
bership/login and a temporary code that after
the first log in requires to be replaced with your
own secret code.
Should you forget the code, you can click on
“Lost Password”. You will then receive a link to
your email that will enable you to log in again.
Please note though, that you are then required
to insert a new code.

Login

When you have received your membership by
email, you are ready to log in. Insert your User
name and Password in the login fields to the
right. You will then access a page common for
all three languages. Choose your language.
The database is unfortunately still a mix of all
three languages. As the database is a replica,
it is not available to change, please contact in
ternet administrator (through the form “Make a
correction or addition to the Family Database)
to make any amendments.

Family database

Having chosen the language the “Family Data
base En” will open and you will be able to see
the current version. Here you can also find in
formation regarding the database itself, that it
is only a replica from a program and how to
search by name, first or last name. You can al

so find a document for error reporting and
other completing information.

The replica of the Family Database

In order to access the replica, clicking on the
first row “Open the family tree in a new sheet”
opens a new window where you can see the
whole family in the column on the left (Perso
ner= Persons, Platser=Places). They are sor
ted alphabetically, but letter by letter or sign by
sign. Unfortunately not the logic order we are
used to see.
Clicking on a person’s name a new sheet will
appear to the right, called “Personakt” = Perso
nal File. If the person has Forefathers inserted
in the database, there will also be a sheet
called “Antavla”, showing forefathers inserted.
Here you can see a maximum of five genera
tions backwards.
Each blue text is a link that brings you to the
person’s data.
New in this version is that the person’s age at
the time of the replica version is given.
Some persons have an unreasonable age; this
depends on the fact that the decease date is
missing.

Conclusion

I hope the database will be dynamic; that
anyone who finds an error or missing informa
tion actively will report to the internet administ
rator (through the form “Make a correction or
addition to the Family Database). At this time I
am the only one who has access and knowled
ge (as far as I know) to update data in the pro
gramme “Min Släkt” (=My relatives). I hope to
have someone taking care of the programme
and updating both the Family Database, home
page and the replica.
Many of us remember the huge effort of Eero
SoveliusSovio to gather the new data and
then creating a new version of the family book,
a project that lasted a couple of years.
Today it takes about 30 minutes to make
amendments in the database, 15 minutes to
create the replica and one hour to transfer the
information to the internet and link the replica
to the current Family Database.
Happy surfing in the Family Database
Pär Helenius
Pär "Priccen"
Helenius received
the Diploma of
Honour.
Photo: Ethel
Helenius
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SOPHIA’ S ”FOOTPRINT IN IRON”
– how the Sovelius’ Merchant House extended its social and economic
networks by arranged marriage.

By Pia SovioPyhälä (T290)

Engagement portraits from 1829. Sophia Sowelius and Mine Inspector Gustaf Sebastian Tham (T97)
Owner: Olli Nylander

History of Portrait Painting
To have portraits painted became more common
among the bourgeois when their economic well‐
being grew. During the 1820s, 1830s and 1840s a
number of itinerant portrait painters used the
winter months for painting standard portraits of
gentlemen in tailcoats or uniforms and ladies in
dresses and coiffure according to the latest fashion.
Everything was completed except instead of the
face the canvas had an empty unpainted area. Dur‐
ing the warm season these itinerant painters trav‐
elled around the country with ready painted
faceless governors, bishops and colonels and their
wives, and replaced the empty face ovals with the
features of the clients and completed the outfits
with suitable decorations, embroideries and jew‐
ellery. Sources in Swedish and Finnish: K.K. Mein‐
ander, Porträtt i Finland före 1840‐talet (1931);
M.L. Nordberg (Bell), Varhainen suomalainen muo‐
tokuva. Ateneumin museojulkaisu 1−2 (1959) B.‐M.
Nordström & K. Appelgren, På Schillmarks tid. Syn‐
vinkeln. Skellefteå museum,1997
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Arranged marriages in the 19th century

In the beginning of the 19th century the entire
business of many important merchants could
be based on successful marriage arrange
ments. According to the norms of marriages of
the class society the bourgeois preferred to
marry within their own class or to families of
higher class. It was rare that daughters of mer
chants should have married partners from a
lower class, but marriages were arranged with
families of officers and civil servants as well as
with priests. Marriages between bourgeois and
peasants hardly existed. Arranged marriages
with the noble were rarer because there were
hardly any noble families in Ostrobothnia. 1)
The family Sovelius arranged marriages with
the noble in Sweden and with the Finnish
noble via Sweden thereby extended their net
works to the iron trade and –industry.

Sweden and Finland
Century Iron Trade

in

the

19th

Out of the building costs of sailing ships built in
Raahe during the 19th century the average share
of wood was 30% and of iron 26% 1). The iron ore
came from the Utö mine situated in the
archipelago of Stockholm, and also the pig iron
was imported from Sweden the reason being that
Finland had plenty of forests for the charcoal
which was needed for processing of the ore and
the production of iron products. The export of iron
to England was brisk as it was needed for the
production of agricultural implements, chains, etc.
In a way, it was indirect support to slave economy.
Sweden‐Finland remained neutral during the
continental blockade declared by Napoleon I in
1806. For example, American ships importing
colonial goods to the Baltic Sea Region loaded on
their way out only iron in the free port of
Gothenburg as ballast for their voyage back over
the Atlantic. 2).The contacts between the earlier
halves of the realm did not cease when Sweden‐
Finland was split in 1809. The important iron
production was protected by special agreements
until the 1850ies. The trade contacts between
these countries continued also otherwise as before
so that both countries granted each other customs
and other benefits. The benefits were gradually
abolished and ceased in 1844. In the beginning
even the Swedish crown remained as a parallel
currency with the Russian ruble in Finland and it
took until 1843 when all crown bills had been
exchanged to ruble, although the exchange
continued until 1850 in northern Finland 3).
Source:

1)Jari Ojala, Tehokasta liiketoimintaa Pohjanmaan
pikkukaupungeissa.Purjemerenkulun
kannattavuus ja tuottavuus 1700‐1800‐luvulla.
(Efficient Business Activity in Small Ostrobthnian
Towns. Profitability and Productivity of Shipping
by Sail during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Century) Biblioteca Historica 40, 1999 p.36
2) Leos Müller, Consuls, Corsairs, and Commerce.
The Swedish Consular Service and Long‐distance
Shipping, 1720–1815 Studia Historica Upsaliensia
213, 2004, p.228.
3) Max Engman, Ett långt farväl. Finland mellan
Sverige och Ryssland efter 1809. (2009) A long
Farewell. Finland between Swede and Russia after
1809.pp. 147‐152.

Fredrik Mattson Sovelius (T93) found a
nobleman from Sweden for his daughter
Sophia

Gustaf Sebastian Tham, son of the Tham fam
ily, owners of Forsvik Mill in Sweden, had stud
ied at Uppsala University, and had degrees in
Public Revenue, Law and Mining. He had
worked both as trainee and clerk at the
Swedish Board of Mines. He continued both as
acting and full Inspector of Mines in Uppland
and Gävleborgs County.
But who had acted as matchmakers? Where
they Sophia’s two cousins both born in Raahe?
Johan Myrberg as well as Hedvig Ramsay’s (b.
Myrberg) husband Henrik Ramsay had the
same exams from Uppsala University as Gust
af, and both had served as trainees at the
Swedish Board of Mines when Gustaf was
serving there as clerk. But probably the ”net
working” with the Tham family was of interest to
both Sophia’s father and also his friend, Johan
Jakob Julin who had left his pharmacy in Turku
and gone for shipping instead, as for mining
and ironworks (Fiskars Mill among others).
Gustaf Sebastian Tham’s father, Wolter Tham,
was proprietor for Forsvik Mill, and also in
volved in the ongoing construction of the Göta
Canal. When completed, this canal would
provide considerable improvements for the
freight trade, as the route for wood, iron and
other items could be taken on barges from the
Baltics through Sweden to the freeport of
Gothenburg and from there by ships to the
North Sea. This would simultaneously release
the shipment from Sound Customs to Denmark
2).
Before the wedding in 1829, the groom, Mine
Inspector Gustaf, sends in an application for
zero duty for his future wife’s removal goods:
”Mine Inspector G Tham’s humble Application in or‐
der to transport to Gefle or other Swedish port to
which sea transport would occur incoming summer
import free from Customs following belongings of
my coming wife, namely: 40 pairs of bedsheets, 28
pairs of pillowcases, 24 pieces Tablecloths, 12 dozen
napkins, 12 dozen towels, quilts, linens for 6 beds,
one larger Table Service of Porcellaine, one Tea ser‐
vice of similar, 3 pieces Tea trays, 4 ps Crystal bowls,
misc. Table Silver, 3 dozen Table knives, 80 ells of
carpets, one wardrobe, one draft chest, one Ladies
Bureau”. 3a)
After the wedding, the couple moved to Gästrik
sland, Ovansjö where Sophia gave birth to her
daughters Emmy and Augusta. But already in
1833, Gustaf was appointed as Mine Inspector
to The Grat Copper Mountain Mine (Stora Kop
parberg) in Falun, and the residence of the
JOTAILAN JUTUT 2017
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Mine Inspector, Samuelsdal Estate, became
the family home. Sophia and Gustaf got alto
gether 11 children, 3 sons and 6 daughters,
and two more who died as infants. The visit of
King Carl XIV Johan to Falun was an occur
rence about which stories have been told in
the family during many generations. 3b) When
the administration of mining, as well as of the
processing of mining and iron industry in
Sweden was reorganised in 1851, Gustaf
Tham resigned from his job. The last years he
had worked as Headmaster of the Mining
School in Falun. The family moved to Uppsala
and lived there until 1867. In 1855 Gustaf
Tham was appointed Mint Master at the Mint
and kept the post until his death in Stockholm
in 1876. Sophia spent her last years in her
daughter Augusta’s home at the Sperlingholm
Estate in Halland and died there in 1880.

Sophia’s children continued to extend
the networks both within the nobles
and the metal works industry.

Two of Sophia’s sons made important careers
within mining and metal industries. Vollrath
Tham (T101) practiced first at his brotherin
law’s Dalsbruk Mill in Finland, studied after
that at the Mining School in Falun and worked
first as engineer and later as manager at the
Huså Copper Facility, and thereafter as Man
ager for Ramsberg and Grängesberg Mines,
as well as for LuossavaaraKiirunanvara Com
pany and as Executive Manager for Gällivaara
Mine from 1897 to 1908. He was also member
in many management entities of the Mining
Sector.
Wilhelm Tham (T121). After his highschool
exam in 1855, Wilhelm completed the Artillery
School of Marieberg, after which he practised
at Dalsbruk Mill in Finland and in 186062 at
Motala verkstad, Engineering Company. He
continued his studies and employment at
many wharfs and engineering works abroad,
especially in England. In 187074 he worked
as engineer at Motala verkstad and thereafter
as Manager at Ankarsrums bruk, and during
18761911 as Managing Director for the fire
arms manufacturing company Husqvarna
vapenfabriks AB, and as President for the
Board of the same company. The company
developed during his time and its position as
the leading firearms company was consolid
ated. In addition, its activities were extended
and expanded to more and more areas within
the metalworking industry, among other things
production of hunting guns, stoves, fireplaces,
sewing machines and velocipedes. Wilhelm
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Industrialist Wilhelm Tham
(T121)

Tham was member of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Science. His Official Residence in
Husqvarna, built in 1896, an architectural imit
ation of English hunting castle, is nowadays
protected and functions as a conference
centre. A passenger ship Wilhelm Tham, built
in 1911, serves now, with a new motor, as a
cruise ship for tourists on the Göta Canal 4)
The son of Wilhelm,s sister Ulrika Göransson
(f. Tham) Wilhelm Göransson (T100), was in
1898 employed as accountant at Husqvarna
vapenfabrik and became the Manager of
Husqvarna Stensholms Fabrik Ab. After his
oncle Wilhelm’s death in 1911 he took over,
together with his cousin, Gustaf Tham
(T122), the leadership of the Husqvarna Com
pany, being the Administrative Economic Man
ager of the Company from 1911 to 1937.
Sophia’s youngest son, the owner of
Susegård Estate, Fredrik August Sebastian
Tham (T127) began his carrier as sea captain
on ships from Raahe during 187376. After
having worked as Stationmaster he married
his sister Augusta’s husband’s Carl Kuylensti
erna daughter from his first marriage and be
came the patron of the Susegård Estate. After
his wife’s death he married her sister. Sebasti
an maintained his contacts to his mother’s
family in Raahe and acted later as ”Contact
Person in Sweden” for the Family Sovelius’
Endowment Fund established by his uncle
Henrik Sovelius.
Sophia’s all three sons were MPs in the First
Chamber of the Swedish Parliament (Riksda
gen).

Sophia’s daughters

Augusta (T134) and Rosa Tham (T143) were
married to the noble Kuylenstierna family, own
ers of estates in the Halland County, and a
family of many military officers. Hedvig Nicati
(T99) who moved to Italy, as well as Ulrika
Göransson (T100) both married teachers.
Sophia’s daughter Eva died unmarried but left
a six months old daughter Maria, who was ad
opted by the family friends. the Magnets. The
presentation of Hedvig, (Jotaila Family Bulletin
No 21) tells how Sophia and many of her chil
dren were influenced in the 1850s by an evan
gelical revival movement in Uppsala. Also the
wealthy industrialist Wilhelm kept a Sunday
school for his workers in Husqvarna and built
workers cottages and established a school for
workers’ children.

Daughter Emmy’s (T98) marriage to the
Ramsay family extends the network to
the nobility and the iron industry of Fin
land

The eldest daughter, Emmy’s, wedding was
celebrated in Samuelsdal in 1851. The family
found a suitable husband for Emmy in Wolter
Ramsay (T98), a nobleman and son of the
owner of the Dalsbruk Mill in Finland. He stud

Emmy Ramsay, b.Tham (T98) photographed on
her 90th birthday.
Archive of Isabella Penttilä,b. Ramsay

ied at the Mine School in Falun of which
Emmy’s father was Headmaster at that time.
The couple moved to Dalsbruk and the father
transferred the mill to Wolter. Already in the
summer 1852, Sophia arrived to Dalsbruk and
from there she travelled together with her hus
band and three eldest children on horse and
carriage to visit her mother and her relatives in
Raahe, and perhaps also attended the funeral
of her unmarried uncle Johan Sovelius (T64)
who died in July the same summer. It was im
portant for the family to maintain the contacts
with the relatives. Emmy’s youngest brother
and sister, Sebastian and Hedvig, spent sum
mer months in Dalsbruk and Emmy with family
visited the parents in Uppsala. Emmy’s daugh
ter, named Emmy after her mother, attended
the girls’ school in Stockholm, where aunt Hed
vig was teacher 5). There were often guests in
Dalsbruk. For example, Emmy’s cousin Karl
Hårdh (T95) came there with a group and one
of the party was the painter Albert Edelfelt. In
his letter to his mother 19 of June, 1871 he
writes nicely about his visit to the Ramsay fam
ily, and notes that Emmy’s daughters, although
born in Finland, speak with Swedish Swedish
accent 6)
As the customs benefits for iron industry were
reduced and finally ceased, the operations at
the Finnish mills, as well as the production of
Dalsbruk, were deflected by crisis. The iron ore
had mainly arrived from the Utö mine in
Sweden and been produced to bar iron and
other iron products, for reexport to Sweden or
to the Baltics for further shipment. The final
catastrophe which led Wolter Ramsay to bank
ruptcy in 1861 came when the ship named Job
transporting the first lots from his recently foun
ded rolling mill shipwrecked at the Estonian
coast and there was no possibility to rescue
the shipload from the sea. Besides, the iron in
dustry had been deflected in the 1860s by the
world market crises and the coin reform in Fin
land caused losses for the owners of mills so
that many of them had to sell their mill. After
having sold his mill Wolter continued as Man
ager of Dalsbruk Mill. After he moved to Hel
sinki he bought Kellokoski Mill in Tuusula in
1882, and established the Tornator spool fact
ory in 1887. Emmy’s sons carried on the family
tradition of mills. Wolter Ramsay (T98a ) first
bought the Högfors mill and acted as its Man
aging Director from 1885 to 1906. Later on he
became the Director of Tammerfors Linne &
JernManufaktur AktieBolag (The Flax and
Iron Industry of Tampere Stock Company later
Tampella), which produced machines, such as
steam locomotives. His brother Wilhelm Ram
JOTAILAN JUTUT 2017
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say took between 1887 and 1914 part in seven
geological expeditions to the Kola Peninsula.
He discovered a rock which was named”Ram
sayit” From 1899 to1928 he served as Profess
or of Geology and Mineralogy at the University
of Helsinki.

The relations of the Tham and Ramsay
families to Sophia’s relatives in Raahe

Because women did not have the inheritance
right, Sophia’s husband Mine Inspector Tham
was her “legal custodian “and therefore his
name appeared quite often in the family Sov
elius’ wills (Sophias father Fredrik. d. 1837,
mother Catharina Sovelius b. Frieman d. 1855,
Sophia’s uncle Johan Sovelius, d 1852, and
Sophia’s brother Henrik Sovelius d.1904 willed
to Sophia’s children and grandchildren).The
Sovelius’ Trading House prospered and flour
ished as long as the sailing ships were used as
commercial vessels. Interesting is the fact that
Sophia’s brother Henrik ”Heikku” Sovelius, who
gathered the biggest wealth was in Raahe
known as an avid bachelor. The inhabitants of
Raahe remember him for his regular daily
walking route around the town, as the captain
who in the storm continued to play a sonnet on
the fortepiano while the ship bumped on the
ground, or as the patron who on a lottery won

Henrik “Heikku” Sovelius (T215).
Archive of Tuula Moilanen, b. Sovio
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a painting which the king wanted afterwards to
buy from him, but he did not sell it to him. But
he is also remembered for construction of the
side railway track to Raahe from the main rail
way line in Lappi (now Tuomioja), and for es
tablishing the Sovelius Endowment Fund and
the historical Sovelius Family Graves in
Haarala. Economic historians know Henrik
Sovelius as the wealthiest shipowner in
Raahe who had the second biggest estate in
ventory value ever in comparison with the es
tate inventories of other Ostrobothnian
shipowners. Professor Jari Ojala notes in his
PhD thesis Heikku’s big investments in
Swedish equity security which amounted to al
most 1,3 million marks while the value of his
Finnish shares were 1,7 million marks 7).
Heikku’s investments in Sweden included
shares in iron industry and railway companies.
Among his investments in Finland we find in
addition to real estate investments also import
ant allocations in Högfors Mill and the Tammer
fors Linne & JernManufaktur AktieBolag, as
well as in Tornator Ab.
”Uncle Heikku” maintained a close relationship
with his sister Sophia and her children, espe
cially to his niece Emmy Ramsay and her chil
dren. Heikku gave economic support to
Emmy’s husband Wolter when he was forced
into bankruptcy, as well as helped financially
Emmy and her children, especially by support
ing the education of her sons. Sister Sophia’s
youngest son Sebastian Tham was until his
death in 1923 in close contact with the Soveli
us Endowment Fund. After Heikku’s death Se
bastian had correspondence with Bertil Sovio,
and tells in one of his letters to his sister about
having applied for the annual support from this
Fund to his sister Hedvig in Italy and his niece
Märta, both living under austere conditions.
Sebastian managed also Hedvig’s banking ac
counts and writes in one of his letters about
her dividends both in Finland and in Sweden.
8) The Family Sovelius’ summer house”Jotaila”
has in its guestbook in 1898 a signature by
Maria Tham. It has been told that Sophia’s
daughter Eva’s orphaned daughter Maria oc
casionally used both her great grandmother’s
surname Frieman and her mother’s surname
Tham, although her adoptive parents surname
was Magnet 9). Maria’s mother Eva had been
close to Heikku and Maria obviously paid a vis
it to her benefactor.
Emmy’s son August Ramsay was Heikku’s
economic adviser and administrator of probate
and inheritance while Bertil Sovelius ( Sovio),
son of Heikku’s nephew Fredrik Oscar Soveli
us who lived in Raahe had been appointed

trustee of the Sovelius Endowment Fund. In
the will of Henrik Sovelius the children and
grandchildren of Sophia are listed as heirs. Ac
cording to the addendum to the original will,
August Ramsay inherited 175,000 marks over
and above his actual share of the inheritance
“which he should administer and use as I have
by word of mouth ordered him. I wish that no
one asks about this money and that nobody
dispraises my decision although it has not
been witnessed. Declaration must not be re
quested. According to an oral agreement with
which nobody else should concern himself.”10)
It has been written about Heikku’s wealth and
his greed in Raahe, but as he did not have any
family of his own, obviously both the family of
his sister and her children became a family for
him. In this light he seems to be remembered
by Emmy Ramsay’s descendants. Family
Ramsay remembers Heikku as a rich relative,
and still today you can hear from family mem
bers how they as children tried to find
“Heikku’s chest” which was told to be full of
gold coins and hidden in the attic of the cow
shed at the Esbo Estate. It is claimed that
nobody has found it so far.
As already mentioned, Heikku had a connec
tion rail built from the main railway in Lappi
(now Tuomioja) to Raahe in 1897. An interest
ing coincidence is that August Ramsay was the
same year member of the Government Rail
way Committee. “Heikku’s railway” has even
more ”symbolic value” nowadays as it is still
used, although reconstructed, by the owner of
the steel company Rautaruukki in Raahe,
Swedish Steel Company SSAB. The author of
this story would be happy if this railway could
be used also for passenger traffic, at least dur
ing the summer months.
Sources:

Registers: Eero Sovelius‐Sovio: Sovio‐Sovelius Fam‐
ily Register, 2009; Old Student Registers of Åbo
Akademi, Helsinki University and Uppsala Uni‐
versity, and Sveriges och Finlands Ridderskaps och
Adelskalendrar,
Sources:

1)Jari Ojala, Tehokasta liiketoimintaa Pohjanmaan
pikkukaupungeissa. Purjemerenkulun kannattavuus
ja tuottavuus 1700‐1800‐luvulla (Efficient Business
Activity in Small Ostrobthnian Towns. Profitability
and Productivity of Shipping by Sail during the
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century). Biblioteca His‐
torica 40, 1999, pp. 286, 289. 250.
2) Arno Forsius, John (Johan) Jacob von Julin
(1787–1853).
www.saunalahti.fi/arnoldus/julin‐
jun.html; www.vallon.se/wiki/index.php?title=Fors‐
vik
3) Isabella Penttilä’s b.Ramsay Private Archive:3a)

Application for zero duty for his future wife’s re‐
moval goods: and 3b) Emmy Ramsay’s letter and
card thanking the Swedish King in August 1925 on
her 95 birthday. She describes how she as a little
girl in 1935 or 1836 witnesst the king Carl XIV Jo‐
han shaking hands with her father while the mine‐
workers with mining flares in their hands on
command shouted ”live the king” and immediately
after that wrote with the flares in the sky the name
of ”Carl XIV Johan” .
4) Industrialist Wilhelm Tham www.genea‐
logi.se/faktabanken/portraettfynd;
blog.zara‐
mis.se/2010/08/16/tham‐ochtamm‐fran‐ostindiska
‐till‐jarnbruk‐och‐gods/; www.jnytt.se/article/wil‐
helm‐tham‐mannen‐bakom‐huskvarna
5) Sofia Stenbäck: Idyll och Drama. Anteckningar
och brev samlade av Greta Dahlström. Ekenäs
1967, ss. 33‐34, 37. Emmys dotter Sofias minnen
om vad som berättats till henne om mormor Sophia
6) Albert Edelfelt’s letter to his mother Alexandra
on 19th June 1871, Albert Edelfelts brevsamling
utg. SLS, 2016. http://edelfelt.sls.fi/
7) Ojala, p. 113, 286
8) RA (The national Archives of Finland) Ramsay
Family Archive, Sebastian’s letters to Emmy 22.3
and 27.3.1922
9) http://forum.genealogi.se/index.phpsök Maria
Frieman‐Tham‐Magnet år 2009
10) OMA, RRA, Henrik Sovelius’ estate inventory
and will. Equvalent to 5 651,00 euro today
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
P.S. Hans Lindqvist writes in his articles in
Jotaila Family Bulletins 17 and 18 about the
will after Henrik Sovelius’ brother Fredrik
Fredrikssons Sovelius and the investments
which followed. The administrators of probate
and inheritance for the brothers Henrik and
Fredrik were Arthur Lagerlöf and August
Ramsay, who certainly knew eachother. They
were in the same year enrolled as students at
the University of Helsinki and they both got
Master Degrees the same year. Arthur Lagerlöf
was member of Gammalfinska partiet and later
on of Finska Partiet and he was MP for the
Nationella Samlingspartiet and member of the
banking committee. August Ramsay was MP
for the Swedish Party SFP, and later also
Minster of Finance (Helsingfors university
register, nr 20054 and nr 20073)
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We Invite You To Join Us In The Restauration Of
A.M. Myhrberg’s Grave Ward
cemetery, on Brunkebergsåsen. His closest
relatives lived with economic difficulties but two
years after the burial his friends raised me
morial on his grave with following inscription:
”Brave, noble, selflessly he gave his heroic force to
the cause of peace, his heart to the benefit of
humanity, his soul to the Lord’s peace which he now
has joined. His heroism has been witnessed by
Greece, Poland and Spain”
(Translation from Swedish)

The grave ward of August Maximilian
Myhrberg is situated in St Johannes’ Cemetery,
behind General von Döbeln’s grave
We welcome also smaller contributions which
can be paid on the account:
FI9315443000029376
SovioSovelius’ Family Association”Project
Myhrberg”
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A.M. Myhrbergs grav

SovioSovelius’ Family Association has visited
the St Johannes’ Cemetery and noted that the
grave ward is badly damaged and needs re
paration. The grave has no ”Holder of the
grave right”, but the Parish has granted us right
to repair the stone, without commit us for later
maintenance of the grave, and recommended
us a company can do this reparation. You are
welcome to ask the Family Association for
more details of the project.

Sergels Torg

Finland is celebrating 100 years of independ
ence in 2017. This same year, 220 years have
passed since our relative freedom fighter Au
gust Maximilian Myhrberg’s birth and 150
years since he passed away. August Max
imilian was 12 years old in 1809 when the
realm SwedenFinland split after the Finnish
War. Because his father, Anders Myrberg, be
sides being Captain of Swedish Army and
Chief of Customs, was born in Sweden his
family had to leave Finland within a stated
time. In 1812 when Matts August (later August
Maximilian) was 12 years old he was forced in
to exile, to leave his relatives in Raahe where
his mother’s family and his peers lived. He had
experienced how Russian soldiers invaded his
home in Oulu, he had even got a blistering lash
from a on horseback passing Cossack’s whip.
These kinds of childhood experiences wake up
in him a wish to fight for the cause of freedom.
During his years at Uppsala university he came
in contact with students from Finland (the na
tionalists Arwidsson, Snellman, Runeberg), but
being a Swedish national he didn’t have any
future in Finland he was tempted to join the lib
eration wars in
Spain, Greece
and Poland.
August
Max
imilian died in
Stockholm year
1867, at the age
of 70. His life
had been harsh
and ascetic. He
received a milit
ary burial cere
mony and a
grave
behind
General
Carl
von
Döbelns
grave on St Jo
hanne’s

Our ”Correspondent from California” George Pakkala (T242) sent us a text he had found
among the property left by his mother Aino Sovio (T241) 1905 – 1999.

Memories of my youngest brother Matti Sovios’
(T280) phase of life.
Pau Sovio (T234) 1904 – 2003
In Ellen and Bertil Sovio's family in the 1920's
there were 10 children. After a hiatus of few
years arrived Matti as a Christmas surprise
7.12.1921
Now we had 11 siblings. Matti Teodor, the baby
was of course the apple of everyone's eye with
his inquisitive brown eyes, energetic and well
behaved. We saw right away that our strict
"pappa", who really hadn't had much time to
get attached to any of us, found in PikkuMatti a
close friend, who even busy mamma always
tried to protect. Matti found for himself great
playmates and was always ready for some
adventure. The closeness of the sea and the
activities around the boats as well as other
shore activities awakened in this young man a
love for the sea which was somewhat unusual
even then for the boys of Raahe.
High school held little interest and so when in
Siniluoto S/S Wisa was ready to sail fully
loaded, Matti with or without permission turned
into a seaman in this 6000Ton ship. In France
he fell into the hold and due to this accident
had to return home. So ended the first sailing
experience.
School again failed to arouse any interest at
this point so Matti found a job in a factory first
as a "lekamies" and later "jengasorvari", thus
familiarizing himself with metal work life. But as
the ice broke that spring the call of the sea was
again very strong. This was 1937.
S/S Polaris needed seamen, so the captain
hired Matti for one of the positions. The trip
went from Helsinki to Antwerp and returned via
"Viipuri" back to Helsinki. Matti was looking for
a job on a larger ship so in Oulu he found the
S/S Fidra 3,500T on vessel on which he
enlisted as a seaman. The ship traveled to
England then to Canada as well as the USA,
and from there the West Indies. This new
seaman did not share many details of this long
journey but I was left with the picture of Matti
chopping ice from the ships deck as the ship
lay stuck in the ice flows. All told , it would
appear that the trip was a success considering
that the young man returned in one piece to

Helsinki. Here he found that war was
threatening.
A position opened for Matti in Hameenlinna
where due to the threat of war "Skoha"
(Soujelukuntain Kauppa OY) civil guard store
had been relocated there. This was not very
exciting for Matti and the bloody battles of war
were beginning. Even from the USA volunteers
arrived and founded the "Finnish American
Legion. In the 2nd battalion of this regiment
Matti found his sister's husband, Yrjo Pakkala
who had arrived from the USA and was in a
position of battalion sergeant. He enlisted Matti
and assigned him for rifle and automatic
weapon training in Oulu. This part of the
Legion did not end up on the front or in formal
battle but was involved in defensive
preparation in Vainikkala, Partala, and
Lauritsala.
The winter war reached it's conclusion and
Matti spent some time on the icebreaker
Sampo. He then transferred to a Swedish ship
S/S Signeborg. This ship departed from
Petsamo to the Americas and was damaged in
the ice near the coast of Greenland. It also was
JOTAILAN JUTUT 2017
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struck by an English hijacker from whose
clutches they managed to escape. By
Christmas 1940 Matti had arrived in New York
where he worked on the docks and railroad for
a while. He then became a deckhand on a
millionaire's yacht Florence. Fancy uniform
with white trousers and black jacket did not in
the end suit Matti so he enlisted as a seaman
on a Latvian ship whose crew consisted of 11
different nationalities. This ship's travels
included many South American destinations
were they also ran into issues with submarines
off the coast of Brasil.
Next in line for Matti was the S/S Carolus
which sailed from New York down the
American coast and back. Later this ship was
sunk by a submarine but fortunately Matti had
already left the ship. Next he made a trip on
the 4000Ton S/S Aneroid to Norfolk in West
Virginia. This ship too was sunk by a
submarine and again Matti was fortunate as he
was on his way home on the S/S Waalaren
whose ports of call were Halifax and Liverpool.
On arrival in Liverpool in 1941 Matti was
arrested and was taken to the Isle of Man as a
prisoner of war.
Undoubtedly life was not easy in the
internment camp for these years, where
barbed wire separated the prisoners from
those of other countries. Others held there
were from Germany and Italy. Camps had
been erected in Liverpool, Blackpool, Douglas
and Ramsey (Isle of Man) and Aberdeen. The
prisoners were required to work in logging in
the forests on poor rations, but they tried to
improve their diet by raising ducks, and geese.
They also tried to maintain conditioning by
organizing sporting activities. It would appear
that Matti's condition was good as he held his
own in the sporting competitions. In the javelin
he took first place and discus, shot and high
jump second. It would also seem that time was
not wasted totally as Matti befriended old
seamen who taught him essentials of
seamanship and encouraged him to further his
mariner studies formally later.
Towards the end of 1944 Matti was released
from the prisoner of war camp and he traveled
via Stockholm to Turku where he arrived at the
beginning of 1945. In Turku he worked for
some time in construction and obtained his
boilermaker ticket which qualified him to sail
the Baltic Seas.
It was then time for military service. Due to his
maritime experience he was assigned for mine
clearing duty in the Gulf of Finland around
Suursaari and Tytärsaari. Once the military
service obligation was completed there was
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S/S Aneroidis in the Baltic
again the strong pull of the sea. Matti left from
Mäntyharju as a stowaway on the S/S Innamo.
The difficult stowaway ended eight days later
in Antwerp, where he managed to get hired as
a
carpenter/seaman
on
the
1000Ton
Panamanian ship, the S/S Rosita. This trip
took him to Norway, Iceland, England and
France.
On his return to Finland, Matti enrolled in
Navigation school for mariner studies. At this
point in his life, he met a beautiful young lady
Kyllikki Iljamo. Soon there after, was the
engagement followed by a wedding. Not long
after Matti was again at sea on the S/S Figgen
as the 3rd mate and then 2nd mate on the S/S
Kurikka and also the S/S Kuortane.
While he was out at sea in Rauma there were
further developments. Matti's first born Olli
Matti saw the light of day in 1947, followed by
Heikki 1949. The proud father was able to
spend holidays in Rauma and continued his
studies. He was the second mate on S/S Inga
when the ship in the North Sea at the mouth of
the river Shelde was in a collision and sank in
a 1/2 hour. He survived that and then had
further positions on the S/S Kuortane, S/S
Koura and the M/S Vaasa.
In 1953, Matti obtained his captain's
certification and was the first mate on the S/S
Inkerois and M/S Vaasa. Then followed a
whole list of ships in which Matti was in
management position, Immo Ragnar, Raimo
Ragnar, Ingerois, Koura, Otto H. and the
Vaasa. The largest of these was the M/S
Vaasa 12000Tons. He served on the Vaasa for
a total of 3 years. It was featured in the mariner
magazine "Merimiehen Ystävä” in 1956 written
by Dick Nivala who did an extended trip on the
Vaasa as the engineer. Nivala explained in the
article that the sailors referred to the Vaasa as
the "bad omen". On the trip Nivala was on the
engine broke down often, as did the steering
mechanism causing a near collision, not to
mention the drowning of a seaman. Nivala

wrote that "if from another ship the Vaasa was
sighted, the feeling was that bad luck would
follow them as well". The ship ran out of
drinking water and the crew suffered for a
whole week without drinking water. In the
Panama Canal they ran into such hot weather
that one could fry eggs on the metal deck.
Nivala added however that the more enjoyable
part of the journey was the fact that First mate
Sovio had his family with him, his attractive
wife and two boys Olli 8 and Heikki 6. Also
Engineer Emil Naponen's Mrs. was along.
They enjoyed swimming in a pool constructed
on the deck of waterproof sailcloth on a lumber
frame.
Of course, in the life of a seaman challenges
would arise but it was difficult to get any of
these stories from Matti., and even with
coaxing he was reluctant to discuss them. One
such issue was the time on the S/S Kuortane
when they arrived at the Suez Canal. The so
called Suez Crisis had broken out (late 1956)
and the canal was impassable. The only option
was to retrace the steps and circumnavigate
the whole of the African continent resulting in a
3 month trip extension. It resulted in changes
in the ports of call (loading and unloading) and
visits to China and Singapore.
The was no question that the father's absence
stressed the young family and Matti as well.
The short holidays did in no way lessen the
desire to spend more time with the family and
for these reasons Matti started seriously
looking for options closer to home. In part, the
information he gathered from other seamen
and the rumors he heard about opportunities
on the Canadian Great Lakes led him to
emigrate from Finland to Canada. This was in
Paul Sovio’ s text was sent by Jotaila’s editor
to Canada so that Matti Sovio himself could
check it. The” Sea dog”, who became 95 years
old on the 17 th of December 2016, is still in
good condition, and he answered:
” I was the Master of a ship only on Otto H. In
other ships I had different positions as First or
Second Mate. It is not possible to tell the exact
dates of the voyages, because the days in the
harbour are included. Surely, there are some
small errors, but these mentioned are the most
important.”
The Family of Matti Sovio has lived in Canada
since 1957. We have already fourth generation
of offspring. Matti’s wife, Rita Kyllikki, passed
away in 2010. She is buried in Raahe . The
Sovios of Canada have been introduced in
Jotailan jutut number 18.

1957.
On a further note, returning to Matti's ocean
going travels, there were all kinds of accidents,
fires, storm damage etc. The ships were old
and many on their last legs, and most sailed
"Villin Linjan" expeditions. I remember few of
these trips and their lengths, Grimsby  Halifax
29 days (usually 9), Gdynia Haifong 99 days,
Hamburg  Columbia
River 41 days. The
information
in
this
memoir was garnered
from postcards which
were collected over
many years. The ships
names Matti usually
included but in letters
he preferred to speak of
others
rather
than
himself. I believe and
know that my writings
represent the truth.
Matti in his travels and
work has been industrious and brave and has
gained the confidence of many an employer.
Some of the information included here was
received from Matti's wife as well as from many
letters which Matti sent to our beloved mother
Ellen Sovio.

Bertil and Ellen Sovio with their 11th child
Matti
JOTAILAN JUTUT 2017
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Teneriffa
Tenerife is the largest and most populated
island of the Canary Islands, with a population
of just under a million. It’s capital Santa Cruz
de Tenerife was for long the capital of the
archipelago. At the end of 1970’s Spain was
divided into 17 autonomous regions, each with
their own parliaments. The Canary Islands was
one of these autonomous regions. It’s the only
autonomous region in Spain with two capitals,
Santa Cruz de Tenerife and Las Palmas de
Gran Canaria. The region has two provinces,
the western one being the province of Tenerife.
Along with Tenerife, it consists of the islands of
La Palma, La Gomera and El Hierro. When
founding the provinces it was agreed that the
governor of the central administration resides
in Las Palmas, while the autonomous region’s
parliament is situated in Santa Cruz.

The Finns familiated with ”The Islands
of goodwill”

Even before the start of organized group trips,
many Finns had the opportunity to visit the
island. From 1926 onwards the Finnish ships
bound to South America stopped in the island’s
capital. The ships often carried travellers, who
got a chance to explore the island. First flights
to Tenerife started in the mid 1950’s and were
operated by KarAir.
One of the first Finns to stay in the islands for
longer time, was the writer and veterinarian

Ilkka and Aku‐Aku statue in the Guymara
ethnograpfic Park,
at Thor Heyerdahl exhibition
photo: Mikko Pyhälä
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Teide
Yrjö Kokko. He stayed in the archipelago for
several months in the beginning of 1950’s and
wrote what at the time was a very popular
travel account ”The Islands of Good Will”
(WSOY 1953). He spent especially long
periods of time on the Gran Canaria and
Tenerife.
The husband of Saga Roos who owned a
birdhouse in Espoo served as a captain of a
riverboat on the Congo River in the 1950’s.
The couple travelled from Finland to Congo on
a boat that stopped in Tenerife, so they were
acquainted with the island. After her husband
died, Saga Roos decided to settle in Tenerife
for good, and in 1961 bought a lot in the
northern part of the island, on which she built a
house. Saga Roos was an assiduous writer,
who published several books, including “As a
pioneer in the Canary Islands” (Yliopistopaino
1998).
In the early 1970’s a Finnish construction
foreman decided to build an apartment house
in the capital of Tenerife. The plan was put to
action and all 40 appartments were at first
owned by Finns. The name of the building is
Casa Finlandia. The majority of the apartments
are now owned by
the Spanish, and
only few Finns
remain
in
the
building.
Nowadays most
Finns are settled in
Puerto de la Cruz
in the north and
Los Cristianos and
Playa
de
las
Americas in the
Inkeri Tuominen, b. Sovio
south. There are
few Finns living on

the island throughout the year. Instead, there
are plenty of people who spend the winter on
the island, especially in Puerto de la Cruz,
where 600700 Finns come every winter to
spend several months. The migration to south
begins usually in October, when also the travel
agencies start their trips for the winter. It quiets
down in April. There are many Finns spending
their winters in the southern vacation sites as
well.
There are many restaurants and bars in
Puerto de la Cruz owned by Finns. Also, other
activities are plenty. The Finnish club, that has
been ongoing since 1978, has an office,
premises for gettogethers, and different
recreational activities. Books in Finnish are
available in many places. There are also many

i

Finnish entrepreneurs in the area, such as
masseurs and hairdressers. During the winter
season there are hiking trips and culinary
courses on the Canary Islands delicacies,
interpreter’s services, brokerage services for
renting apartments, etc.
There is a Finnish congregation that has two
“winter priests”. One is situated in Puerto de la
Cruz, and the other in Playa de las Americas.
A Finnish cantor serves both destinations.
Services are held once a week from October
till April.

Relatives in Tenerife

My first visit to Tenerife was in the winter of
1970. Later my interest was taken up by
Greece and Italy, when nearing the retirement
age, I started to think about a warm locale in
which to spend the winters. I found an
apartment in Tenerife in 1990 and since then
have spent every winter on the island. My
apartment is in the capital, in Santa Cruz. To
my pleasure I’ve had relatives visiting in the
winters, and an especially welcome guest was
my sister Inkeri, who from the early 2000’s
until her death in 2013 spent the coldest
months in Puerto de la Cruz. Her daughter
Minna with her husband lives in the city
throughout the year. Also my brother Eero
used to spend the coldest time in Tenerife on
many winters.

Minna Olli, b. Tuominen and Veikko Olli

An adventure in Inner Asia
How could we decline the unique
opportunity to travel to the Republics of
Altai and Tuva, on a journey that would take
us to the remotest mountains, valleys and
steppes of southwestern and southern
Tuva to experience the life of nomadic her
ders and to listen to soul touching throat
singing? Of course we couldn’t turn down this
invitation when our Tuvan friend, Vika (a PhD
student at Helsinki University researching the
relationship of Tuvan herders to their horses),
asked us casually at some social event in the
fall of 2015 whether we’d like to join her on her
fieldwork expedition to visit and get to know
her country. At first it felt unreal, like a distant
dream, but some 6 months later, with visas ob
tained, tickets bought, and bags packed, we
jumped on a night train from Helsinki to
Moscow and then a plane that took us onwards
to GornoAltaysk in the Republic of Altai….

By Aili (T292) and Minna (T291) Pyhälä.

In GornoAltaysk we were met by Vika and her
research companion Robbie, an American Eth
nomusicologist doing his post doc on throat
singing. Together with our partners Jehki and
Miska, and our Tuvan driver Angür, we were all
set for a road trip of a lifetime in Inner (South
Central) Asia.
Before setting off, we spent a day in Gorno
Altaysk, a popular destination for Russian tou
rists who come to Altai for the cool and fresh
JOTAILAN JUTUT 2017
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Aili
wearing a
typical
Altai
woman’s
hat.

mountain air, adventure and outdoor tourism.
There, we had the opportunity to visit a fa
scinating museum on the culture, history and
ecology of the region, already opening our ey
es to where we had arrived. The rest of the
time went to recharging our batteries (both li
terally and metaphorically) and stocking up on
supplies for our three week journey in the
wilderness. After GornoAltaysk there would
only be a few small village shops for buying the
most basic supplies. We also had our last night
of sleep in a comfortable hotel with ensuite
bathrooms and showers, as the rest of the
nights would be spent sleeping outdoors in our
tents, with the occasional night in a basic ca
bin, the floor of a holiday resort restaurant and
a dodgy Tuvan hotel. Washing for the rest of
the trip was mostly in rivers, lakes and a
couple of times in a sauna or banya, but at
times we went for days without the opportunity
to wash at all – appreciating all the more the
invention of wetwipes!
Our transport for the trip was an offroad
van, a UAZ452, which is a hard core Soviet
vehicle that is popularly called “bread loaf”
because of its shape, or “tablet” because
these cars where used to bring medical ca
re to remote areas. This army green car
became like a second home to us as we
packed all our bags, food supplies and
ourselves into it almost every day. And what a
vehicle! A wonder car which never ceased to
amaze us with its abilities to climb and des
cend steep grassy, rocky, muddy, and sandy
slopes and to cross gushing rivers and boggy
swamps without once toppling over or getting
stuck. It was bouncy, uncomfortable, dusty,
and at times as hot as a sauna, but it faithfully
always arrived at our destinations under the
skilful manoeuvres of our driver Angür, who se
emed to have a better relationship with this ve
hicle than with his wife – every so often giving
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it a good radiator cleanse with CocaCola or
whey (the liquid that builds on the top of curd
as milk is fermented and/or separated for
cheese making). It consumed a fair share of
gasoline, and one day we even ran out of fuel
since the town marked on the map was actual
ly much farther away than estimated.
The first few days of our trip were more on the
touristy side, with white water rafting, horse
back riding and visiting archaeological sites
and village museums; when we weren’t driving
from one valley to another. On the third day
we visited our first herder, a man from Altai,
who happily welcomed us to his summer
home, offering us milky, salted tea, sour
milk, fresh butter and bread. The intended
one hour visit ended up lasting about 45 hours
as we were then taken to see the village muse
um and the regional horseriding competition
grounds and then to have lunch at his daugh
ter’s home. Here we started to put into practice
the local etiquette of being a visitor, which
entails various subtle rules about who can sit
where, how to receive the food and beverages
offered and how to act so that the hosts are not
offended (also accepting what is offered – even
if it means delaying all the plans for the rest of
the day). We learned quickly – also to be
flexible with our diets (especially Minna and
Miska who usually stick to a vegan and gluten
free diet).
We crossed from Altai to Tuva across a
mountain pass which didn’t even have a border
sign, just an oova (a pile of rocks and some
poles with Buddhist prayer flags flying in the
wind) and a metal sign indicating that the area
was a UNESCO heritage site. Even the road
was so unobvious that it was a good thing that
our driver had travelled the route once before.
We spent our first few days and nights in Tuva

Miska, Minna, Aili and Jehki (left to right) with our
Altai herder friend and his daughter in front of their
summer yurt.

in the stunning landscapes of MongunTaiga 
meaning “Silver Mountain”  the highest and
probably remotest area of Tuva. We woke up
at night to the sound of yaks snorting as they
curiously sniffed our tents and we spent the
days looking for suitable herders to be intervi
ewed, hiking, herding a flock of 1400 sheep,
learning how to slaughter sheep, clean all the
intestines, and prepare fresh blood sausages,
to then sit with the family and enjoy these deli
cacies. The vast open space and silence kept
us tranquil and at peace despite challenges
such as some of us suffering from upset sto
machs or broken tents.
This scenario became quite the routine for
most of the days to come during our two weeks
in Tuva. The landscapes changed but our ac
tivities were dependent on where and when
suitable herders for interviewing were found.
We set up/dismantled camp, packed/un
packed, cooked our meals with our camping
gas stove, waited around and went for walks in
the nearby valleys and mountains while Robbie
and Vika did their interviews and recordings.
Plans of sudden departures or decisions to
stay longer in any given spot tended to change
on the spur of the moment, and all we could
really do was go with the flow – and be patient
and flexible. We had plenty of time to enjoy na
ture and the local culture, and without telepho
nes or internet to distract us, with each passing
day we each felt a growing peace of mind and
a sense of slowing down from our otherwise
hectic lives.
Some highlights from the journey were the
spectacular scenery, getting to know local pe
ople and their customs, livelihoods, and their
relationships to each other and their animals,
listening to throatsinging performances,
getting drunk on arakan (freshly distilled milk
wine) or vodka, and singing with our hosts and
their neighbours late into the night, riding hot
blooded Tuvan horses across the open steppe
(Miska and Jehki rode for the first or second
time in their lives!), mushroom foraging and
berry picking with a local family, and visiting a
shamanic clinic in Kyzyl (the capital of Tuva),
where we each had the opportunity to have a
private session with one of the many shamans.
The Tuvan culture, which very much honours
family, animals, nature and the spirit world,
taught us about valuing and respecting those
closest to us and the natural world around us –
as well as the simple things in life. That said,
Tuva has its challenges as well. In the local
towns there seemed to be a carelessness with
regard to garbage, which was scattered all

Vika, Jehki, Miska and Aili dining in Mongun‐Taiga,
Tuva while the "Bread‐Loaf" is ventilating
over the place, with very exposed dumps. Al
coholism was also an apparent social problem,
and we were told that violence and suicide are
not uncommon – perhaps as a result of trau
mas from the Soviet times. Nonetheless,
considering that the Soviet regime banned
much of Tuvan cultural traditions, the pride and
identity of the Tuvan people remains fierce,
seen in the strong ties to language and kinship,
and the efforts made to resurrect Buddhist and
shamanistic traditions. It is comforting to wit
ness that in the midst of the increasingly mo
dernized and globalized world, there are still
places like Tuva where slow living, family ties
and nature connection are still highly valued
and sustained.
This was not a typical summer vacation –
but we’re the sort that enjoy going off the
beaten track and getting dirty in nature. It
was a learning experience in many ways!

Minna with a view of Mongolia behind her.
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Sebastian Lindberg’s memories and moods from
(T409)
Raahe
Painter Sebastian Lindberg spent his first 14
years in Raahe. Raahe, and especially the
family’s summerhouse in Louekari, made a
profound impact on him, and for the past few
years he’s been thinking about an exhibition
themed
around
Raahe. According
to
Sebastian, he was originally going to focus on
portraying the wooden quarters of Raahe.
“However, a summer trip to Pyhäjoki opened
my mind to painting pastoral pictures of
villages and landscapes, and the nature that
surrounds us all even in the city.”
At the time of the Family Association’s Meeting
in the summer of 2016 Sebastian was showing
his work at the Raahe library. The ensemble
consisted of seven works, all related to a
certain memory or mood. Interesting topics
included, among others, a snowy spruce on
Merikatu or a morning walk in Fantti in the
early spring. “In addition to observing nature, I
feel, as the 17th century symbolists did, that
painting landscapes is a way of addressing
one’s emotions and the uncontrollable
processes in the subconscious.”
“I added the Nightfall on reptile island painting
in the ensemble because I started the work in
Louekari, inspired by the junglelike nature

there. I worked on the painting at the scene
during warm summer days, sensing the
vibration of leafs on the trees, examining old
moldy stumps, listening to the sounds of
nature and smelling the scent of plants.”
Sebastian Lindberg expressed his gratitude to
the Alfred Kordelin Foundation’s Raahe 350
year fund for supporting the exhibition.
Sebastian has had several exhibitions during
2016 in Hyvinkää and Turku. At the same time
with the Raahe exhibition, his ”Orgenesis
series” was on display in Helsinki, at the
Gallery Huuto.

Sebastian at his exhibition in Raahe
Library

Lena Koski returned to her roots and held her 70
(T 405)
year exhibition in Raahe

In Jotailan Jutut issue 20, from 2015, you
found out in more detail about Lena’s career
as an artist. Since the bulletin came out, Lena
has had her work displayed on a naivistic
exhibition in Madrid, and in 2016 her work was
shown in a solo exhibition at the Raahe
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Library, from the beginning of June until the
7th of July. It had been 30 years since her last
exhibition in Raahe. This was also the first
solo exhibition in nine years. Lena had a three
year break from painting after Lauri Koski had
a stroke. Lena has said that learning to cope
with the new situation took time and strength,
and there was none left for making art. Nature
and light have always, also in this exhibition,
been in the focal point of Lena’s naivistic
paintings. The exhibition included oil paintings
and serigraphies from 1992 till 2011.
Finalizing the layout for this bulletin we
got the sad news that Lena Koski had
passed away after a long and serious
illness.

With sails to the Family Reunion
When my wife and I were planning our annual
month long sailing tour I mentioned to her that
unfortunately we have to make a brake during
one weekend of our sailing trip in order to
travel to the Family Reunion which I rather not
wanted to miss. She did not like the idea and
we decided therefore this time to sail outside
the waters we knew and steer towards the Gulf
of Bothnia and my old hometown Raahe where
the Family Reunion was going to be
simultaneously with the Raahe Maritime Days.
This would mean long hours off shore sailing
without protection of the archipelago. We
trusted that we could manage to do the trip
with our hardly 9 meters long sailboat Dione.
During Midsummer we had sailed the boat to
its home port Uusikaupunki and the jetty of
Susanna’s parents in Santtio, Pyhäranta, and it
was from here we had aimed to start our
voyage on 2nd July.

2.7. Lighthouse island Säppi (Säbbskär)
Reposaari (Räfsö) outside Pori

In Santtio the water level was so low that we

Seppo Sovio (T312)

came loose from the best guest harbour in
Finland, on the waterfront of Jussi’s and
Tuula’s sauna. When we were out on the open
sea we began to surf in downwind towards the
north in strong gale with 67 knots, which was
much for us. Our plan was to go ashore on as
many lighthouse islands in the Gulf of Bothnia
as possible. The first was Säppi lighthouse
outside Luvia. We managed to reach the island
only with a few bottom strikes on the shallow
shore. A viper was there on the jetty both when
we came and left out. We made us quickly
acquainted with the lighthouse, had a meal and
continued our voyage. On the Reposaari quay
outside Pori our friends Jarkko and Pia
received us with evening coffee, buns and
strawberries.

3.7. Kilhamn in Sideby (Siipyy)

With a fresh side breeze we toddled onwards
in 6 hours from Reposaari to the guest port of
Sideby Kihlhamn where we stayed overnight.
We were the only visitors there which felt
strange because in the Archipelago Sea
(Skärgårdshavet) and in the Åland archipelago
the ports are crammed with sailing boats this
time of the year. During our voyage we saw
four sea eagles gliding over the boat. After our
bumpy trip it felt nice to take a walk to Sideby
church. In the morning when I left for my
morning jogging a school of tens of cackling
barnacle geese met me on the quay.

4.7. Lighthouse of Sälgrund , Kaskö
(Kaskinen) and Gåshälla nature site

Säppi (Säbbskär) lighthouse
were stuck in the bottom mud already at the
jetty. Susanna’s Father Jussi held a grip of the
main sail and hang in the water so that we got
Dione turned on one side while the motor
pushed her from behind with high rev, and
simultaneously the neighbour who had hurried
to assist pulled her forward. In this way we

On our third sailing day we had a weak
headwind. Together with both sails and the
motor, and once in a while with the autopilot
steering, we continued towards the Sälgrund
island near Kaskö (Kaskinen) wich has a small
red and white lighthouse like a little sister of
Storskär lighthouse which we knew. When we
were ready to leave the island we lost an
unused anchor lying in an also new anchor
holder in the sea. I had bought the anchor to
Susanna in the fall as a birthday present.
Comforting her I promised that I will buy her an
anchor every year for her birthday in the future.
We steered into Kaskö (Kaskinen) to fill our
tank and in the same time admire the old
wooden treehouses in the town. In the evening
we continued our trip to Gåshälla Island which
has an old Pilot and Coast Guard Station
which nowadays hosts a Nature Centre. At the
quay, Susanna took the opportunity and
JOTAILAN JUTUT 2017
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slightly abated and we decided once again to
continue our trip. The waves were still high, but
not as dangerous as before. We continued with
the motor and took turns to hold the rudder
while the other one tried to sleep. In the jolty
speed Susanne fell once down from her bunk
which did not have sides and bumped on the
table. It was useless to even try to sleep in the
forepeak in the heavy sea . The atmosphere
was tense; it was cold, wet and heavy. After
four hours we entered the Vasa archipelago
and we steered the boat to the protected quay
on Bergö. We had all the time been sure that
our boat can make it in any weather without
capsizing. Now we were no longer so sure
about it.

6 – 7.7. Vasa (Vaasa)

In Vasa we looked for protection for the wind,
we completed our food reserves, bought a new
anchor and met friends, and I myself went over
to the sportsground. We even found an
electrician to repair a failure which had
occurred.

9– 10.7. Jakobstad (Pietarsaari)

Sälgrund near Kaskö
repaired a rip in the sail.

5.7 Speed and dangerous situations

The wind increased during the night and the
halyards were beating the mast, and when the
anchor we had in reserve did not hold, the bow
began to hit against the quay. The only way to
continue the voyage was to creep out from the
warm bunk, quickly dress and go out and drag
up the anchor. After a hard struggle we finally
got up the anchor with a winch and then we
realised that it had entangled itself in a rope on
the bottom. We did not try to moor the boat
again but decided to continue our trip in the
middle of the night. In order to find a more
sheltered harbour four hours ahead we steered
four o’clock in the morning the bow upwind out
towards the open sea.
When we came out from the leeward side of
the island, Dione began to plough the waves
big as houses upanddown as in a roller
coaster. After a while the boat banged nastily
and tilted. We decided to turn, which was not
so easy with these swells. We succeeded
though to turn and returned to the leeward side
of the island where we lowered anchor from
the bow, but it did not entirely keep in the
strong wind. We took turns sleeping, we had
our morning porridge, and took turns deck
watching how the boat slowly drifted towards
the shore.
In the morning the wind seemed to have
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We entered in Jakobstad in light wind and the
sun was shining. Susanna cleaned and stained
the mahogany parts of the boat and had a
sauna bath and washed our clothes in the
guest harbour. The following morning I paid a
visit to the sportsground.

10.7. Lighthouse island of Tankar

The following day we had for the first time so
called bikini weather; it was warm, the wind
was light and the sun was shining. We chose a
narrow archipelago fairway when we left
Jakobstad. Once in a while one could not
believe that there was a fairway among all the
reefs. Anyhow, the”slalom slope” was marked
with spar buoys. The sun was shining and the
weather was calm when we entered the
beautiful Tankar lighthouse island outside
Karleby (Kokkola). For the first time during our
voyage we saw many boats and traffic on the
sea. A fanfare blown on the quay ended the
wonderful day on the island.

11.7. Maakalla

The following phase took us to the pearl of this
voyage, apart from Raahe, which is called The
Pearl of Finland (Suomen helmi). Maakalla,
lays far away on the sea, 12 km outside of the
Kalajoki coast. It is a charming, densely built
community with autonomy where the estates of
earlier 35 deceased fishermen are owners of
35 households, it also has a church and a
parish. We were speechless over the friendly
way in which the local summer guests received
us. One of them gave us a presentation of the
island and asked if we would like to have

sauna bath after all the locals were ready with
their baths, another sold us smoked whitefish
from his own catch and a group of youngsters
invited us to a pancake party. We were allowed
to freely go around in the yards which is not
the case on many privately owned islands. The
warm sunny weather in this terrestrial paradise
inspired my wife to recite in her own language,
the dialect from Rauma: ”Gyl on elämä jälle
mallillas” (more or less: ” the life is again in the
shape as it should be ”)

by the Yachting Club in 1931 and had its
activities there until 1950. Like other family
members, my grandfather Jarl Sovio had
yachting as his hobby, and one year he won
the challenge trophy in the sailing competition
from Raahe to Oulu.

12.7. Raahe (Brahestad)

Next morning, a slow sidewind pushed us
slowly towards Raahe. At noon the wind began
to increase and became stronger and our
voyage became bumpy again. Finally, we
could see a glimpse of the Rautaruukki Steel
Factory buildings in the horizon. I remembered
from my childhood that entering to Raahe from
north the first landmarks one could see were
Tasku lighthouse, the church and the high
tower building. When we came through the
narrow fairways into Raahe archipelago we
thought that the family Sovelius’ had certainly
passed here with much bigger sailing boats.
After seven hours in the waves I was able to
steer s/y Dione into the safe Museum quay
outside my childhood home. Before we even
had moored the bow my cousin Raija had got
the message of our arrival. We had sailed 11
days and during the weekend we were going to
participate in the Family Reunion and the
Raahe Maritime Days. A couple of days after
our arrival another sailing boat arrived to the
Family Reunion, namely, the family Erla with
their magnificent sailing yacht.
After a few days we moved our boat from the
Museum quay to give place for bigger vessels
arriving to the Maritime Days. We moved to the
Raahe Yachting Club situated in the so called
Steel harbour. Raahe Yachtig Club had its
125th anniversary last year and so the
yachting club and the oldest sports club of
Raahe are among the oldest associations in
the country. The Summer House Jotaila,
constructed by Fredrik Sovelius, was bought

Lighthouse of Valsörarna

19.7. Night sailing from Raahe to Tankar
Lighthouse.

” Ko me tarppeks o olt, ni me kottia tlee,
hiivuvee, haavuvee, hiivuvee.” (transl. ”After
having stayed long enough, we returned
leisurely back home”). One week had passed
celebrating with relatives. The first day of our
trip we had again strong wind and we waited
until the afternoon for it to calm. It was five
o’clock before we could start for our night
sailing. The wind was suitable and the summer
night light, and it took us 13 hours to sail the 60
nautical mile long voyage to Tankar lighthouse.
During the trip we took two hour spells of sleep
and steering. The dark sea in the night is
beautiful; and so are sunset and sunrise, full
moon and the lights from the lighthouses.
Especially impressing is to see the moon
sinking into the sea.

2021.7. Mickelsöarna (Mikkelinsaaret)
and Valsörarna (Valassaaret)

s/y Dione by Raahe Museum quay

The rocky Kvarken Archipelago, constantly
rising from the sea, is the only Natural Heritage
Site of Finland in the UNESCO’s World
Heritage List. As the land rise is about 810
mm (0,39 inches) per year, in this archipelago
the growth corresponds to about 150 soccer
fields.
We continued our tour to lighthouses and
sailed to Mickelsöarna and Valsörarna which
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are located in the outer archipelago of Vaasa.
From there the distance to the nearest island
on the Swedish coast is only 13 km (approx.
8,1 miles or 7,2 nm). The lighthouse on
Valsörarna resembles the Eiffel tower and in
fact is drawn by the same Engineering Bureau
which later made the drawings for a bigger
tower in Paris. Valsörarna is situated halfway
between Vaasa and Umeå archipelagos and
having a rich flora also a Nature Reserve. In
1809 the Russians conquered the town of
Umeå from Valsörarna. A big amount of
Russian soldiers froze to death during their
walk over the ice in wind from south and
strong cold. The locals on Valsörarna have
collected their bones in heaps.

22 – 24.7. Kaskö, Sälgrund och
Kristinestad (Kristiinankaupunki)

We continued our voyage via Replot and
Bergö in warm weather but the strength of the
wind alternated. We arrived to Kaskö where
we met family Erla’s boat crew on its way
southwards and home. My 3 week long job as
boatswain ended in Kristinestad and Susanna

continued with a new crew to her home
harbour in Uusikaupunki where the voyage
ended on 28 July.
During our sailing trips, as often as possible
we prefer to stay overnight in nature harbours
and often moored in a cliff. During this sailing
trip that was not possible because the shores
were low and rocky, and the number of islands
limited. Also otherwise with our small, old and
scantly equipped boat we have preferred
landing places with nature rather than use the
abundant range of services in the guest
harbours. The captain of S/y. Dione, Susanna,
writes in her logbook:” The boatpeople go
more seldom for voyages northbound from the
Archipelago Sea if they don’t live there. The
waters are rocky and shallow, the islands few
and natural deep harbours are missing. But
the guest harbours had plenty of space in July
and people were friendly. The boat stays now
in her home harbour until she is taken out
again for new adventures. It was lovely that
boatswain Sovio wanted to spend the summer
in the boat with me”.

Seppo and Susanna and their
sailing boat at the Museum
quay

Erla and Sovio boats side by side at the Museum quay in Raahe
Photos: Olli Nylander
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SOUTHERN SOVIOS IN 2015 AND 2016
Relatives living in Southern Finland have
continued the smaller gatherings that began in
2012. Southern Sovios met once in October
2015, and twice in the spring and summer of
2016. After the Family Association Meeting in

Raahe, the Southern Sovios had another two
gatherings in the autumn. The invitations are
sent to over forty relatives living in Southern
Finland. Relatives living elsewhere are naturally
welcome to attend.

Sinebrychoff Museum along the
Bulevard

around thirty oil paintings on display.  It was a
nice surprise when a large crowd of Southern
Sovios came to see the exhibition on 27 April.
We continued the evening in Hima & Sali at
the Cable Factory.

In addition to its permanent exhibition, the art
museum hosts changing exhibitions throughout
the year. We went to see the gallery’s 100 year
exhibition on 21 October 2015. We saw,
among other things, Finnish works from the
Golden age, examples of the finesse of Finnish
silversmiths and Oriental miniature paintings.
In the “red cellar” they had on display
exemplary graphic magazines by the Italian
Flavio Ceschini (born in 1962) and his
contemporaries.  After the tour we ended up
gathered around a table in the nearby Pub
Hemingway’s and bade farewell to Ilkka, who
was leaving for Tenerife for the winter season.

Cable Factory, multifunctional
community for art and culture

In April 2016 Tuula Moilanen and interior
designer Lotta Blomroos held an exhibition in
the Gallery Corridor at the Cable Factory. Both
received their education in arts in the 60’s and
visual arts have been a keen interest to both
from since. Lotta has been painting for a long
time, and Tuula started painting actively once
she retired from Yle broadcasting company,
and the hobby is going on over 16 years now.
In the Kaapeli exhibition there were altogether

Didrichsen and Gyllenberg, two
museums in private homes

On 15 June we visited the prestigious
Didrichsen art museum in Kuusisaari, Helsinki.
Architect Viljo Revell designed the building as
a home for the family Didrichsen and
nowadays it’s a combined art museum and
private home in spectacular scenery by the
sea. The museum holds 23 exhibitions yearly
portraying Finnish and international painting
and sculpture art. During our visit Tamara
Piilola’s mystic, large scale paintings were on
display. MarieLouise and Gunnar Didrichsen
collected art form the 40’s onwards. The
permanent exhibition shows, among others,
Asian and preColumbian artefacts.
From the previous museum it was a 300m
walk
to
Gyllenberg Art
Museum
at
Kuusisaarenpolku 11. Also this was originally
built as a private home. Signe and Ane
Gyllenberg set up a foundation for medical
research in 1948. Ane Gyllenberg, a banker
and an enthusiastic art collector, insisted that
the collections have to be put on
display after they have passed away.
The museum is now owned by the
foundation. The art c ollection consist
of 350 pieces, the oldest of which date
back to 17th century. Pieces by Finnish
artists from the Golden Age make up
the core of the collection. The art is
displayed on two stories. Especially
notable is a large collection by Helene
Schjerbeck. We ended our tour
conversing over coffee in the museum
cafe.

”Digital leap” in Pasila library on 6
Mikko Koivusalo, Kaisa Lindberg, Tuula Moilanen, Ilkka Sovio, September
Helena Nevantaus, Pia Sovio‐Pyhälä, Henrik Löflund and
Martti Sovio. Foto: Outi Tasala

In a meeting early in the fall Pär
Helenius enticed us to get familiar with
modern technology. Many, also people
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outside the family, are familiar with the Family
Association’s website, but the portion of the
site that is accessible only to family members
is not yet known to many. This time around we
had a record number of participants in the
meeting. Pär ”Priccen” Helenius’ presentation
illustrated the website really well, and in this
issue of Jotailan Jutut, there is also a piece on
how to access the family register on the Sovio
Sovelius website. We recommend you have a
look at the website.
”Priccen” has worked and is still working
tirelessly on improving and expanding the
website. In the Family Association’s Meeting in
the summer of 2016 chairman Olli Nylander
announced that Priccen will be presented a
diploma and a family association’s pennant as
a thank you for the remarkable work he has
done with the website. Priccen was unable to
attend the summer meeting, so vice chair Outi
Tasala presented the diploma and pennant to
Priccen, our family’s digispecialist, in the Pasila
library auditorium.
After having taken this “digital leap” towards
new technology, we relaxed at the hotel bar
opposite to the Pasila library.

– 1941. You need to go with a group following
a guide who talks at a fast pace, and you need
to keep up. The Finnish visitors all know quite
a lot about Mannerheim, but the artifacts and
stories add to the previous historical
knowledge.
It would have been nice to stop every now and
then to look at the pictures and artefacts more
closely. The hourlong tour was good in
enticing questions that people can look up later
from other sources.
After the interesting museum tour we
descended down to shore in Kaivopuisto, to
Café Ursula, where the five museum goers
were met with three relatives and the talk was
abundant.

At the Marski Museum in Kaivopuisto on
29. October

The Carl Gustaf Emil Mannerheim museum is
also a home museum. It is located in a well
maintained wood villa on a hill at Kalliolinnantie
14, the windows of which used to have an
open view to the sea. The villa, rented from
Karl Fazer, was Mannerheim’s home for 1924

Audience at digi‐leap lecture.
Photo: Ethel Helenius

Some reflections on my summer travels by Henry
Henry Pakkala (T244)
Pakkala (age 12)
In July, I traveled with my Dad (Matthew

Pakkala) and grandfather (George Pakkala) to
Finland for a family reunion.
We flew into Oslo and then drove to Raahe
where we stayed at Hotelli Raahen Hovi for a
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few days. As it was
summer, trying to sleep
when the sun didn’t go
down was challenging
for me! We met our
cousins Olli and Sandy
Sovio in the Raahe town
square by the statue of
Pehr Brahe. I also got to
see the tombstone of
one of my ancestors,
Bertil Sovio born long
ago in 1886!
My grandfather took us
to eat at High long, a
unique restaurant at the top of a tower. It was
a very nice view of the harbor and town from
so high up. We also visited the museums by
the waterfront and took a very chilly sailing trip

to the edge of the bay. My grandfather loved
it but it was cold and wet… I am not used to
that cold ocean weather living in California.
I enjoyed meeting everyone at the reunion.
It was a little difficult for me since I don’t
speak any Finnish but I was happy most
people spoke English to me.
After Raahe, my dad took me to Berlin
Germany. We spent three days there with a
guide seeing the important historical sites

ewperience.
We stopped at Checkpoint Charlie and
visited many of the important governement
buildings that played a role during the Third
Reich.
I’m looking foward to my next trip back to
Finland – maybe we will go in the winter and
ride reideer.

related to the Third Reich, the Cold War
period and we also visited Sachsenhausen
camp. I enjoyed all of the history
but am very sad about the horror of that
time period. One item we learned about was
the presence of name plates in the
sidewalks in front of buildings. Berlin has
taken great effort to identfy the jewish
people who were living in a particular
building that were sent to the camps and

memorialized that by putting their name on
the plate in the sidewalk. Our guide pointed
out that tradition so that the Germans would
”never forget”. I was surprised at how
culturally diverse Berlin was – I think I saw
every ethnicity and race mingling in the city.
We had an opporturnity to visit that was left
of the Berlin wall as well as take a walk
throug the city center and sampling a local
cuisine. We visited the newest Holocast
Memorial which was a very moving
JOTAILAN JUTUT 2017
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My drawing hobby started in school.
Jukka ”Ingo” Ingerttilä (T319)
My drawing hobby started in school when I got
bored by something during the lessons and I
was too tired to stay focused. I came to view a
bit closer my friends sitting next to me and
sketching their facial features on a notebook or
on a book page. It was inspiring when I got
good feedback from them.
I studied at Raahe Seminar during its final
years, 19671971, where I got more interested
in drawing largely inspired by the art lecturer
Eero SoveliusSovio. My first published draw
ings were at the 75th anniversary of Raahe
Seminar in 1971.
My friends Veikko Norio and Auvo Kastelli from
lower secondary school started up in the mid
70's a new city newspaper Raahelainen. I went
to Veikko Norio with one of my drawings and
he was inspired by the idea that I would create
drawings for the Raahelainen newspaper.
Thus, my first drawing was published in the
newspaper in 1977. In that drawing the council
of Pattijoki are on their way from the cramped
Town Hall to have a meeting at the local
school. My father was at that time chairman of
the council, and he had taken onto his tractor
trailer a some of the council members, while
the rest of them were running behind the cart.
The same year, I was also inspired to draw for
the Liitto newspaper in Oulu.
At that time, we were living in a sensitive for
eign politics time and it was quite improper to
criticize the big neighbour. In satirical cartoons
this sometimes was made and so I once re
ceived a harsh note from the Chief editor for a
drawing for being politically dubious.
Other hobbies took over at the end of the dec
ade, and over the following decades, so that
my drawing was left out. Sometimes this
bothered me, since drawing was a really fun
thing to do.
Sometimes a coincidence takes its toll:
When my father was celebrating his 75 birth
day a reporter for the Raahen Seutu newspa
per came over to his house to do an interview
with him for the newspaper. He saw my draw
ings on the walls of my father’s house and was
inspired by them.
I went to the chief editor Martti Nousiainen, and
he inspired me:  If one has received such a
gift, it should never be hidden away!
The long term great artist, my history teacher
Antti Saarimäki had died a couple of years
earlier and therefore the spot for a drawer on
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the newspaper was still open.
Thus, my first drawing was published in Raa
hen Seutu newspaper on 3rd of March in1994
and, to this date, my published drawings in the
newspaper has accumulated to 1617.
I publish drawings using the pseudonym
"Ingo". This nickname I already got at school.
At the time, the Swedish Ingo, Ingemar Jo
hansson won the boxing heavyweight world
championship. I was nothing like a heavy
weight boxer looking, as I was skinny.
Protected by the pseudonym it was fun to start
drawing and listen to peoples comments: Who
is this Ingo that draws in the Raahen Seutu
newspaper? However, after some time the
newspaper wanted to reveal the identity of
Ingo, and at that time, I no longer had anything
against it.
When the drawings began to build up, I
thought of binding them together, and so my
first cartoon book Aprillia saw daylight in 1996.
Now I have already published 10 books. The
most recent is the true story book Kynän
paikka – Tarinoita kouluistani (Stories from my
schools).
In a sense I am a special satirical cartoonist,
as I mainly draw local issues. It has its own in
terest, but also challenges. I might meet a per
son I have drawn about at any time and not be
able to know how he or she has responded to

"You forgot the boots!" When Nokia sold the
mobile phones to Microsoft the new owner gave
Elop a Manager posting
the drawing. Fortunately, usually well. The
members of City Council may even compete
about who can get into the most of Ingo’s
drawings.
When I had a long term municipal position I of
ten got from there good ideas for my drawings.

Another good source was the school world.
Children often gave funny answers, which
could end up in my drawings.
I have always followed the news and from
there ideas of as well countrywide as world
wide politics can be found.
When I get an idea, I need immediately to get
to draw, and it's fun! However, first I tell the
idea to my wife Raija, from whom I immediately
can see if the idea is worth drawing. In most
cases, it is worth.

The books I have published are:
Aprillia 1996
Nahkurin orsilta 1998
Saiskos luvan 2000
Yhdessä enemmän 2002
Arveluttavaa menua 2004
Vilttiketju 2006
Äijäkööri 2009
Työkalut pakkiin ja sassiin 2011
Pappia kyydissä 2013
Kynän paikka 2015

The books are available in Raahe in the book
store, from KuutosTiimi and Pattijoki voluntary
fire brigade, and of course from the cartoonist
himself at ingo@kotinet.com
Jukka "Ingo" Ingerttilä

The Mayor of Raahe, Kari Karjalainen (to the
left), appears often in Jukka Igerttilä's drawings.
Here he receives Ingo's latest book.
Four times I've put together a drawing exhibi
tion, for example once at the Sovelius house in
2003.
Raahe awarded me in 2004 an Art Acknow
ledgement Award.

Trump calling the Finnish president. In the balloon: Finns are a fine people. I
have been told that in one of your small towns people wake up early in the
morning to play Trump! Say hello to them!
JOTAILAN JUTUT 2017
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Mikko Pyhälä’s (T290) book “Valtaa ja vastarintaa”
(Power and resistance
Mikko Pyhälä dropped by in Raahe to present
his book Power and Resistance. Emphatic
Diplomacy (2016) at the local highschool and
city library on 2 December, 2016. The public in
the library included folks from the Sovio and
Pyhälä families. The book has now reached its
second edition. It tells about wars (Vietnam,
Afghanistan, Portugal’s colonial wars in Africa,
ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka) and political
murders (Indira and Rajiv Gandhi) which Mikko
has followed closely. He also writes about his
meeting in 1983 with the Dalai Lama which had
to be kept secret, the occupation of
Czechoslovakia in 1968 and mishaps at the

1975 Conference of European Security and
Cooperation
where
Mikko
served in the
Secretariat.

PS. Mikko is married to Pia SovioPyhälä (T290) and is also
son of the sister to Kerttu Sovio, wife of Jarl Sovio (T311).

Eero SoveliusSovio'r private archive
Raija Ingerttilä (T319)
My uncle Eero left behind great quantities of
material that he in his lifetime produced,
gathered and collected for storage in his
apartment in Jyväskylä. In his will he requested
the following:
“If the Oulu Provincial Archive* is interested in
the material regarding SovioSovelius Family, it
can gladly be handed over to them.”
After going through this extensive archive last
fall, I packed it up and together with Jukka took
it to Oulu’s Provincial Archive for storage on 1
December 2016. Of the material I kept with me
for the time being all the slides, most of the
photographs and some of Eero’s personal
documents.
Eero visited Oulu’s Provincial Archive in the fall
of 2013 and gave them a large number of his,
his mother and father’s, and SovioSovelius
family’s documents. Of this I have the bill of
delivery. The materials I delivered now are a
continuum to the materials submitted by Eero.
These may also be supplemented at a later
date upon agreement. If you are interested in
this archive, it is good to know of some of the
restrictions related to its use mentioned in the
bill of delivery:
 The documents are stored in entities titled
Eero Alarik SoveliusSovio, Kerttu Elisabet
Sovelius and Jarl Johan Sovelius’s archives
(Eero Alarik SoveliusSovion, Kerttu Elisabet
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Soveliuksen ja Jarl Johan Soveliuksen arkistot)
and Sovelius Family’s Collection (Soveliuksen
suvun kokoelma).
 Restrictions do not apply to the Sovelius
Family’s Collection. Eero, Kerttu and Jarl’s
archives are free to use in the research room
from 1 January 2035 onwards. Until then the
archives can be accessed only with a written
permission, which can be requested from
arkistoluvat@soviosovelius.fi
 Information about the archives is published in
the online service in the extent allowed by the
law regarding data protection
* Since Oulu branch of the National Archives of
Finland
National Archives of Finland, Oulu branch
Arkistokatu 6
90100 Oulu
phone: 029 5337230
Archive director Vuokko Joki
phone: 029 5337231
Raija Ingerttilä
Lassintie 22
92140 Pattijoki
phone: 044 0264679

40 years since our first Family Association Meeting 27th of July1977
Pictures from the Family Association Reunion in 2017.
Photos: Olli Nylander and Mikko Pyhälä

Relatives at the yard of Heikku’s house
From left: Outi Tasala, Martti Sovio, Pirjo Siitarinen, Ulla Sovio, Jukka, Raija and Olli Ingerttilä.
Photo: Mikko Pyhälä

ChairmanOlli Nylander shows the diploma to be
given to Pär "Priccen"Helenius
Photo: Mikko Pyhälä

Pia Sovio‐Pyhälä summarizes the life of A.M. Myhrberg
and explained the need for restauration of his grave
monument. Photo Mikko Pyhälä

Paula Erla
and
Ilkka Sovio
Photo: Mikko
Pyhälä

In front Sami Sovio

Photo: Mikko Pyhälä
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Ramsay family members Franciska and Göran
Sundholm,and Kirsi Salomaa in conversation with Pia
Sovio‐Pyhälä Photo: Mikko Pyhälä

Sandy and Olli Matti Sovio from Canada
Photo: Mikko Pyhälä

In front Pertti Sovio och Jukka Ingerttilä.
Photo: Olli Nylander
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Chairman Olli gives a speech at the
family graves
Photo: Mikko Pyhälä

Tall old gravestones. Tuula Moilanen by the
grave of her father
Photo: Olli Nylander

Raija Ingerttilä and Outi Tasala laying flowers on
the grave
Photo: Olli Nylander

George Pakkala from California , next to
him Henrik Löflund
Photo: Mikko Pyhälä

Heinrich Soellner, Annaliisa Nylander and Ulla
Harala in the frontrow
Poto: Mikko Pyhälä

Family meeting in progress. Photo: Olli Nylander

Eva Lindblad, Brita and Jan Ekberg with Pia Sovio‐
Pyhälä
Photo: Mikko Pyhälä

Erkki Harala
Photo: Mikko Pyhälä
Sight‐seeing in Raahe. Ulla Harala and Heinrich
Soellner from
Germany,behind Matthew Pakkala from California
Photo: Olli Nylander
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Water splashes on the deck
Photo: Olli Nylander

Olli Ingerttilä, Seppo and Susanna Sovio, Vesa Erla
Photo: Mikko Pyhälä

It was cold and wet but we are seamen in the family
Photo: Olli Nylander

A new water vehicle or just a toy?
Photo: Olli Nylander

Schooner, Raahen Fiia
Photo: Olli Nylander
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Information received by Jotaila:
Reltives who passed away

Gurli Lillie
(T165)

f.

Sovelius

b. 19.6. 1914 in Sagu
d. 15.6. 2016 in Mariehamn

Gurli Lillie was the oldest in the Family, at her death she was
101 years old

Anja Elisabet Nylander
Löflund (T434)

Richard Yrjänä Järnefelt
(T190)

Lena Marianne Koski
(T405)

b. 21.9.1951 in Oulu
d. 8.1. 2017 in Helsinki

b. 20.12. 1963 in Esbo
d.18.2. 2017 in Las Palmas

b. 2.11.1945 in Helsinki
d. 6.4. 2017 in Ylivieska
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Birthdays
98 years
Julia Isabella Henrietta Penttilä
(T98g) f. Ramsay
22.11. 2016

95 years
Matti Teodor Sovio (T218)
17.12. 2016 Langley, Kanada

80 years
Kirsti Johanna Huuhtanen,
curr. Sovio (T226)
21.3. 2016

80 years
Matti Keltikangas (T246)
30.3. 2016

85 years
Ilkka
Olavi
(T340)
9.8. 2016

.
Sovio

80 years
Tuula Helena Moilanen
f. Sovio (T238)
3.2. 2017

Pia Sovio‐Pyhälä and Tuula Moilanen, b. Sovio congratulating Ilkka Sovio on
his 85th birthday
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New relatives

Matleena Lenita Maria
Keltikangas Behm (T247)
b.15.12 2016 Helsinki
Parents: Wilhelmina Keltikangas
and Markus Behm

Ronja Selma Marianne Lindberg (T408)
b. 29.1 2017 in Turku
Parents:
Christian August
Richard
Lindberg
and Annukka
ElsaMaria
Kolehmainen
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This year, 200 years have passed since Henrik”Heikku” Sovelius was born. In his house Heikku had
his office at the gateway in the wing facing Brahenkatu. There he appeared every morning punctually
at 7 o´clock. Today the house is owned by the municipality of Raahe which has its representation and
conference facilities on the 2nd floor. There the art collection donated by Eero SovioSovelius is
displayed as a permanent exhibition. Nowadays, Heikku’s office is used as darkroom by Raahe
Camera Club.
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